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The P300 response

[Sutton 1965], [Chapman 1964]
Two components: P3a and P3b
In response to rare stimuli (T or D)

P3a novelty component
(automatic, responds more to D)
P3b task related component
(also called P300)

Elicited by all types of sensory
channels (auditory, visual, tactile)

Polich Criado 2006

S standard - T target - D deviant

Related: Mismatch Negativity:
(negative, earlier than P300, and lower amplitude)
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Farwell and Donchin’s P300 Speller
P300 amplitude very low.
Ensemble averaging compulsory.
To serve as BCI feature: detect it reliably with few repetitions.

To accelerate throughput:
Rapid presentation of targets/nontargets
Inter-Stimulus Interval between 100 and 500

ms
Simultaneous presentation of several choices
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Simultaneous presentation of several choices
36 symbols organized in 6x6 matrix:
6 columns + 6 lines randomly flashed

[Perrin et al AHCI 2012]
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Target/non-target classification

P300 patterns highly variable
between subjects and even across
sessions
Calibration necessary: copy-spelling
Spatio-temporal features obtained
using:

Spatial filtering
(Common Spatial Patterns)

Linear Discriminant Analysis
or Support Vector Machine
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P300 speller performance

Rate of correct letter prediction affected by:
P300 signal quality
subject attention
classifier performance

Typing speed affected by:
number of flash repetitions
inter-stimulus interval
organization of symbols on screen
calibration sessions

Performance of seminal P300 speller:
Accuracy level Time per character Bits per Minute

95 % 26 s. 12
80 % 20 s. 15
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Improving signal

Improving Signal to Noise Ratio
Instead of highlighting characters:
flash famous faces [Kaufmann et al, J. Neur. Engin. 2011]
or other salient symbols (below)

Reducing measurement jitter
Synchronization between EEG amplifier and display
by hardware (parallel port) or software tagging.
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Improving the Display

Beyond row-column paradigm
Errors cluster on neighboring symbols
Avoid flashing neighbors
Randomized Inter-Stimulus Interval
Increased number of symbols
Adaptive flash stopping

Optimizes bitrate
Improves User Motivation

[Maby et al, BCI Conference 2011]

[Perrin et al, submitted]

blue: fixed repetitions, red: adaptive

stopping
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Reducing spelling errors

Using the Error Potential
Correction: automatic backspace or
second best-ranked symbol
Only beneficial if high specificity
Specificity correlates with good
spelling performance
Calibration data difficult to obtain

[Perrin et al AHCI 2012]

Predictive Spelling

[Ryan et al IJHCI 2011]
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CoAdapt P300 speller

CoAdapt stimulator handles flashing and evidence accumulation
OpenViBE designer handles target detection
Shared memory communication between stimulator and designer
Part of the OpenViBE 0.18 release (July 2014)
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